
 
???Sneakers or Flats???

by Jessica Malave and Valerie Timm

We have done a survey on what shoes 
Mrs. LoParrino’s 6th grade class prefers to 
wear to school.  Even though we come 
from different countries we all have 
something in common.  Most of us prefer 
to wear sneakers.

1.Kazie- sneakers
2.Amanda- sneakers
3.Alex- sneakers
4.Monte- sneakers
5.Damian- sneakers
6.Brianna G.- flats
7.Chloe- flats
8.Jean Michael- sneakers
9.Jessica- flats
10.Malik- sneakers
11.Justin M.- sneakers
12.Yolyann- sneakers
13.Brianna O.- sneakers
14.Julio- sneakers
15.Alisha- sneakers
16.Yamama- sneakers
17.Ardiana-sneakers
18.Leslie- sneakers
19.Valerie- sneakers
20.Justin V.- sneakers
21.Nicholas- sneakers
22.Taylor- sneakers
23.Nyshiem- sneakers
24.Emily- sneakers
25.So Jung- sneakers
26.Jason- sneakers
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As you can see from this list, most of the 
students in Mrs. LoParrino’s class prefer 
to wear sneakers instead of flats.  Maybe 
one day it’s going to be the other way 
around.  We all might come in wearing 
flats!
-----------------------------------------------

Favorite Authors
by Jason Harmon, Monte Cuyacot,  & Mrs. L.

We asked the students in our class who was their 
favorite author.   You can see from our bar graph up 
above that the initials “J.K.”  and “R.L.” were  the 
one mentioned the most.  These initials stand for 
J.K. Rowling, the author of Harry Potter and R.L. 
Stein, the author of Goosebumps.  Mrs. L. has 
written to the Adopt a Classroom website asking to 
cover the expenses of a visiting author.  If we get a 
donor, we will invite these and others to our school.  

Harry Potter Goosebumps

http://www.scholastic.com/goosebumps/
http://www.scholastic.com/harrypotter/
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Favorite Subjects
by Amanda Aquino and Brianna Ortiz

Most students prefer gym to any other subject. Our 
classmates also feel that gym is more fun than 
anything else.  We get gym twice a week on 
Tuesday and Friday and like most students we wait 
for the gym period to relax.  Gym is not an 
academic subject where you have to think about an 
answer and use your brain.  We think we should 
get gym more often because we are always doing 
math and reading.  We believe that gym is a good 
exercise for us and most of all it’s FUN!!!    

Thank You Sooo Much!

To all the Parents, Coaches, Deans, the 
Academic Intervention Specialist, Resource 

Room Teachers, and all of our classroom and 
out of classroom teachers, as well as, the 

Guidance Counselor, Assistant Principal and 
Principal for being so very helpful to us! 

Thank you so much!
 

The Dream Class 6-520 

Video Games vs. Sports
by Nicholas Vega, Emily Wykowski, 

Justin Valentin, & Ms. L.

Students in Class 6-520 were interviewed 
about their reactions to sports or video 
games.  They were asked:  1) Do you like 
sports or video games better?  Why?  2) 
Do you play any sports?  When?  3) Do 
you like both?  Why?
  
It turned out the students in our class felt 
strongly about video games (See our Bar 
Graph). Twelve students vs. ten students 
favored video games.  My partners and I 
agree that video games are more 
enjoyable.  What about you?  

Movie Review:  The Transformers
by Yolyann Montanez

I really liked the movie, the Transformers 
because the characters are very big and 
sometimes they made me cry.  Since I feel so 
emotional about this movie, I wanted to see if my 
classmates felt the same way.  I gave them a 
choice of two movies, the Titanic or the 
Transformers and asked which one they liked the 
best.  Only 6 students chose the Titantic, but 17 
students selected the Transformers.  They 
sounded like they liked this movie just as much as 
I did.  Don’t miss it!  It’s fabuloso!  

http://www.transformersmovie.com/
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